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Listen attentively in a range of situations. Listen to stories, accurately anticipating key events.
Respond to what they hear with relevant comments, questions or actions.
Give their attention to what others say and respond appropriately, while engaged in another activity.
Follow instructions involving several ideas or actions.
Answer “how” and “why” questions about their experiences.
Answer “how” and “why” questions in response to stories.

Expresses themselves effectively, showing awareness of listeners’ needs.
Use past, present and future forms accurately when talking about events that have happened or are to happen in the
future.
Develop their own narrative and explanations by connecting ideas or events.
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Count reliably from numbers one to twenty.
Place numbers one to twenty in order.
Say which number is one more or one less than a given number to twenty.
Use quantities and objects, add and subtract two single-digit numbers and count on or back to find the answer. Solve
problems, including and halving and sharing.
Use everyday language to talk about size, weight, capacity, position, distance, time and money to compare quantities
and objects and to solve problems.
Recognise, create and describe patterns.
Explore characteristics of everyday objects and shapes and use mathematical language to describe them.
Plays co-operatively, taking turns with others.
Take account of one another’s ideas about how to organise their activity.
Show sensitivity to other’s needs and feelings.
Form positive relationships with adults and other children
Confident to try new activities and say why they like some activities more than others.
Confident to speak in a familiar group, will talk about their ideas.
Choose the resources they need for their chosen activities.
Say when they do or don’t need help.
Talk about how they and others show feelings.
Talk about their own and others’ behaviour, and its consequences, and know that some behaviour is unacceptable.
Work as part of a group or class and understand and follow the rules.
Adjust their behaviour to different situations and take changes of routine in their stride.

People and
Communities

Talk about past and present events in their own lives and in the lives of family members.
Know that other children don’t always enjoy the same things and are sensitive to this.
Know about similarities and differences between themselves and others.
Know about similarities and differences among families, communities and traditions.

Understanding the World

Talk about selves.
Talk about
aspirations
Talk about family.
Our school.
Favourite things.
Birthdays

Technology

Physical Development

The World

Moving and
Handling

Health and
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Bonfire night.
Celebrating
Christmas/
Advent Liturgy

Chinese New
Year.
Looking at how
different
communities
celebrate
differently.
Lent.
Favourite
traditional tale

Link to gardens at
home and in the
community.
Link to local
garden centre.

People who help
us.
Occupations and
aspirations.
Visit from
emergency services
Trip on bus or
train.

Ongoing talk of
family life.
Family holidays
and travels.
Trip to the beach.

Recognise that a range of technology is used in places such as homes and schools.
Select and use technology for particular purposes.
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Know about similarities and differences in relation to places, objects, materials and living things.
Talk about the features of their own immediate environment and how environments might vary from one another.
Make observations of animals and plants and explain why some things occur and talk about changes.
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Core Skills (SAQ)

Core Skills

Dance

Games

Gymnastics

Athletics

Show good control and co-ordination in large movements.
Show good control and co-ordination in small movements.
Move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space.
Handle equipment and tools effectively, including pencils for writing.
Know the importance for good health of physical exercise, and a healthy diet.
Talk about ways to keep healthy and safe.
Manage their own basic hygiene and personal needs successfully, including dressing and going to the toilet independently.

The Learning Organisation

Sing songs, make music and dance, and experiment with ways of changing them.
Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques.
Experiment with colour, design, texture, form and function.
Self-portraits.
Fireworks
Chinese New Year Animals habitats.
Family portraits.
pictures.
lanterns.
Caterpillar music.
Creating homes
Christmas
Taste Chinese
Make
using various
songs and
food.
symmetrical
construction
crafts
Create
butterflies. Paint
materials
Santa’s toy
pictures/images
favourite
workshop.
linked to stories
minibeasts.
Polar Express
Create wooden
Activities
minibeast homes.
Make hot
Paint dinosaurs.
chocolate.
Build famous
Christmas Cards
buildings from
Calendars
around the world

Being
Imaginative

Use what they have learnt about media and materials in original ways, thinking about uses and purposes.

Expressive Arts and Design

Exploring
and Using
Media and
Materials

Create forms of
transport using
various different
media and
materials.
Design/make a
rocket

Creating sand
sculptures.
Making a
lighthouse to go
with the
Lighthouse
Keeper’s Lunch.
Seaside dance.
Punch and Judy
puppets.

